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The Big Picture
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Hello and welcome!
We’re so glad you could join us tonight for our TEDx
conference at Goodenough College in London: TEDxGoodenoughCollege. It’s a privilege to be able to
^LSJVTLZVTHU`VM`V\[V[OLÄUHSZ[HNLVM^OH[OHZ
been a long and exciting journey.
Our aspiration is not only to go beyond simply organizing a conference but to expand and enrich the community of Goodenough College worldwide, and provide
ways for us to communicate. TEDx events give local
communities the opportunity to participate in the global
TED conversation and what could be more exciting
than our rich and diverse community here in Mecklenburgh Square?
Great ideas should not be limited to a privileged few.
This event is broadcasted live over the Internet on
TEDxGoodenoughCollege.com to the world. By exploring the Future of Humanity, we hope tonight will bring
exciting conversations within the community, strengthening links between disciplines and institutions.
This TEDx event has been an entirely student-led initiative, from Economics to public health and from Politics
to Biology. We hope this will inspire mindful actions
shaping a better future for us all.
May your great ideas take life!
Géraldine Levy
TEDxGoodenoughCollege 2012
Curator
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- Your TEDxGoodenoughCollege Team
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The College opened in 1931 as a residential college for students from
The Dominions. Its aim was to improve international tolerance and understanding amongst people on the brink of their careers by providing a forum in which they could interact. The College has expanded greatly since
that time and now consists of a community of 650 postgraduate students
from over ninety countries. It is an independent educational charity which
receives no state funding and relies instead on the generation of its own
income.
The vision of the College today is to “provide a home for outstanding
international postgraduate students and their families, irrespective of
background, where mutual understanding and respect are fostered and
an appreciation of leadership, global citizenship and social responsibility
is developed.”
The College serves all the academic and professional institutions in
London, where its Members study and teach. It maintains a loose balance between nations, as it does between the broad faculties of MediJPUL3H^)\ZPULZZ(Y[:JPLUJLHUK,K\JH[PVU0[PZ[OLÄYZ[JOVPJLMVY
scholars from a wide range of international schemes including Chevening,
Fulbright, Commonwealth, Marshall and Beit.
For more information, visit http://www.goodenough.ac.uk/
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TEDxGoodenoughCollege 2012 Host

Hashi Mohamed is a Pupil Barrister at 39 Essex Street Chambers, a set
of chambers in London specialising in both Public and Private Law. Prior
to goingto the Bar, Hashi was a Broadcast Journalist for the BBC, working on current affairs and News. Hashi has a wide ranging interest in
international affairs, history, poetry, travel and languages, journalism and
of course the law. A Goodenough alumnus (09/10), he regularly attends
and participates in the College’s debating society.
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In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TED has created a program called
TEDx where local, self-organized events can bring people together to
share a TED-like experience.
At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers combine to spark
deep discussion and connection in a small group. These local, selforganized events are branded TEDx, where x=independently organized
TED event. The TED Conference provides general guidance for the TEDx
program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.
!"#$%&'()&
;,+PZHUVUWYVÄ[VYNHUPaH[PVUKL]V[LK[V0KLHZ>VY[O:WYLHKPUN
:[HY[LKHZHMV\YKH`JVUMLYLUJLPU*HSPMVYUPH`LHYZHNV;,+OHZ
grown to support those world-changing ideas with multiple initiatives. At
TED, the world’s leading thinkers and doers are asked to give the talk of
their lives in 18 minutes. Talks are then made available, free, at TED.com.
TED speakers have included Bill Gates, Jane Goodall, Elizabeth Gilbert,
:PY9PJOHYK)YHUZVU)LUVP[4HUKLSIYV[7OPSPWWL:[HYJR5NVaP6RVUQV
0^LHSH0ZHILS(SSLUKLHUKMVYTLY<27YPTL4PUPZ[LY.VYKVU)YV^U;^V
THQVY;,+L]LU[ZHYLOLSKLHJO`LHY!;OL;,+*VUMLYLUJL[HRLZWSHJL
every spring in Long Beach, California (along with a parallel conference,
;,+(J[P]LPU7HST:WYPUNZHUK;,+.SVIHSPZOLSKLHJOZ\TTLYPU
,KPUI\YNO:JV[SHUK
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Thinking Without a Box

Adam has been fascinated by everything since it ever began, but it was a
MHZJPUH[PVU^P[O[OLZWLJ[HJSLVMÄSTZ[OH[SLKOPT[VILJVTPUNHÄSTTHRLYHUKW\YZ\PUNHKLNYLLPUÄSTWYVK\J[PVU([\UP]LYZP[`(KHT
dedicated himself to dividing his time between his own directorial pursuits
HUK[HRPUNVURL`YVSLZPU]HYPV\ZV[OLYWYVK\J[PVUZ/LILNHU[LHJOPUN
himself compositing and, following his graduation in 2008, was hired by
6ZJHY^PUUPUN]PZ\HSLMMLJ[ZJVTWHU`-YHTLZ[VYL
Undoubtedly, it’s Adam’s keen eye for visual artistry that has led to his
JVU[YPI\[PVUZ[VYLJLU[S`JVTWSL[LKOPNOWYVÄSLMLH[\YLÄSTZPUJS\KPUN
Steven Spielberg’s War Horse and Guy Ritchie’s Sherlock Holmes: A
Game of Shadows/L^HZHSZVWHY[VM[OLNYV\UKIYLHRPUN]PZ\HSLMfects teams that brought James Cameron’s Avatar[VSPML6\[ZPKLVMOPZ
WYVMLZZPVUHSZL[[PUN(KHTPZHMV\UKPUNTLTILYVMHUPUKLWLUKLU[ÄST
WYVK\J[PVUJVSSLJ[P]L-SVJRVM*VUKVYZ
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Giving Well and Giving Justly

Canadian born, Gwilym David Blunt is a PhD candidate at University College London’s School of Public Policy. His thesis, entitled “Transnational
Philanthropy, Justice, and Domination,” argues that, despite their good
intentions, philanthropic NGOs and foundations exercise power over the
world’s most vulnerable persons in a way that raises a problem of justice.
Consequently, there is a need to regulate and reform these organisations
so that they empower those whom they seek to help. This project is part
of his broader interest global poverty, transnational justice, and practical
philosophy.
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The Future of Crime

9V_HUHPZÄUPZOPUNOLY7O+PU[OL:VJPVSVN`+LWHY[TLU[H[3VUKVU
:JOVVSVM,JVUVTPJZHUK7VSP[PJHS:JPLUJL/LYPU[LYLZ[ZHYLJSVZL[V
*YPTPUVSVN`HUK:VJPVSVN`VM*YPTL:OLOHZL_[LUZP]LL_WLYPLUJLPU
Z[\K`PUNJYPTLH[UH[PVUHSHUK[YHUZUH[PVUHSSL]LSZMVJ\ZPUNVUVYNH
UPaLKJYPTLJVYY\W[PVU[YHMÄJRPUNPUO\THUILPUNZHUKTVUL`SH\UKLY
PUN/LYL[OUVNYHWOPJÄLSK^VYRPU9VTHUPHOHZW\[OLYVUIV[OZPKLZ
VM[OLSH^>OLUUV[Z[\K`PUNJYPTLHUKLU[YLWYLUL\YZOPW9V_HUHSPRLZ
Y\UUPUN(ZZOLLUQV`ZHNVVKJOHSSLUNLZOLKLJPKLK[VY\U[OL=PYNPU
3VUKVU4HYH[OVUPU[VYHPZLTVUL`MVYJOHYP[`PUVYKLY[VZ\WWVY[
PU[LYUH[PVUHSZ[\KLU[ZPUOPNOLYLK\JH[PVU
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Thinking Like Einstein

John Bunzl is a business man with a simple and yet powerful new vision
for global governance: simultaneous policy action.
In 2000 John founded the International Simultaneous Policy Organisation (ISPO) and launched the Simultaneous Policy (Simpol) campaign;
an exciting new way for citizens to actively use their votes to propel their
governments to act together to solve global problems.
He is a passionate speaker on global simultaneous policy, and its relevance for a wide range of topics: from tax justice and regulation of
ÄUHUJPHSTHYRL[Z"Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`Z[HUKHYKZ"[VNSVIHS^HYTPUN1VOUOHZ
spoken at a number of events, including the World Trade Organisation
and the World Social Forum.
Ever since the Simpol campaign started John has worked tirelessly to
reach out to citizens, activists, non-governmental organisations, politicians and business people to raise both their awareness and understanding of what global simultaneous policies could mean for humanity, prosperity and peace.
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Human Implants: From Invasive to Pervasive

Mark N. Gasson was a senior research fellow at the School of Systems
Engineering, University of Reading in the UK and now holds the post
VM]PZP[PUNYLZLHYJOMLSSV^/LVI[HPULKOPZÄYZ[KLNYLLPU*`ILYUL[PJZ
HUK*VU[YVS,UNPULLYPUNPU MYVT[OL+LWHY[TLU[VM*`ILYUL[PJZH[
9LHKPUNHUKVI[HPULKOPZ7O+PUMVYKL]LSVWPUNHUL_WLYPTLU[HS
invasive interface between the nervous system of a human volunteer and
a computer system. His interdisciplinary research interests predominantly
centre around user-centric applications of emerging technologies, with
ZWLJPÄJMVJ\ZVUW\ZOPUN[OLLU]LSVWLVM/\THU4HJOPULPU[LYHJ[PVU0U
 OLKLTVUZ[YH[LK[OLWYP]HJ`PZZ\LZVMJYLH[PUNKL[HPSLKILOH]PV\YHS
WYVÄSLZ\ZPUN.7:PUTVIPSLWOVULZHUK[OLMVSSV^PUN`LHYILJHTL
[OLÄYZ[O\THU[VILPUMLJ[LKI`HJVTW\[LY]PY\Z\ZPUNHU9-0+KL]PJL
PTWSHU[LKPUOPZOHUK0UOL^HZ[OL.LULYHS*OHPYMVY[OL0,,,
0U[LYUH[PVUHS:`TWVZP\TVU;LJOUVSVN`HUK:VJPL[`0:;(:PU
(\Z[YHSPH
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Timeless Principle, Timely Building

Hosam is an architect who received his degree in Architecture from
Damascus University. His practice led him to seek out and train under
the recognised authority in traditional Islamic architecture, Abdel-Wahed
El-Wakil. After working with El-Wakil, he returned to his home country
where he was struck by the need for new solutions to the problems faced
by those who desperately needed housing in rural areas. Basing his solutions on local knowledge and traditional principles, rather than on methods imported from the West, he was able to develop means of working
which took into account many factors; economic, environmental, cultural
and qualitative. In a pilot project in rural Syria he worked with villagers to
build a house that was cost effective, sustainable, offered improved living
JVUKP[PVUZHUKHSZVHKPNUPÄLK^H`VM^VYRMVY[OVZL^OVI\PS[P[
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Where Are You From Again?

Priya Kumar is currently working towards a doctorate in Politics at the
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London (SOAS
London). Under the supervision of Dr. Fiona Adamson and Dr. Rahul
Rao, her dissertation, “Wireless Platforms and Borderless Grievances”,
investigates the role of the web in the construction of diasporic identities.
Between the virtual and physical, emphasis is placed on understanding the nature of contemporary community narratives in the context of
transnational networked linkages. She is also a research associate for the
E-diasporas Atlas Project (ICT-Migrations Research Program, Foundation
de la Maison des Science de l’Homme, Telecom ParisTech), focusing on
the exploration and interpretation of diasporas in the digital realm. She
holds a Masters from the Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs, University of Ottawa, Canada. Priya’s current research interests include demographic trends associated with (im)migration, e-politics, social
networking and the impact of viral videos.
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Solar Space Power: The Tipping Point

John C. Mankins, President of Artemis Innovation Management Solutions LLC, is a leader in systems / technology innovation and R&D best
practices. His 25-year career at NASA and CalTech’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory ranged from mission projects and operations, to systems level
innovation and advanced R&D management.
Mankins is the leading expert on the topic of Space Solar Power (SSP)
– harvesting solar power in space for delivery to Earth. In 2008, he led
the demonstration presented in the Discovery Channel’s “Orbital Power
Plant” program. He led the 2008-2011 International Academy of Astronautics SSP study, and created the novel “SPS-ALPHA” SSP concept
(selected by NASA for a 2011 NIAC program award).
At NASA, he led advanced concepts studies for 10 years and managed
an $850M/year technology program comprising more than 100 projects.
He received the NASA Exceptional Technology Achievement Medal and
holds undergraduate and graduate degrees in Physics, and an MBA.
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!"#$%&'#()*+,#Racing Green Endurance: Breaking EV Barriers

While studying Mechanical Engineering at Imperial College, Alex found
his passion in energy and the future of transportation. He realised that the
technology for sustainable transportation was already present, but that
the public was ill-informed about its potential. In January 2009, Alex set
up Racing Green Endurance; a project aimed at designing and building
the world’s longest range electric car, and then proving this technology
to the world by driving it the 26,000km long Pan-American Highway from
Alaska to Argentina! Documented by the BBC, the project was well received throughout the world, and helped change public perception about
electric cars forever. In January 2011 he co-founded Vantage Power, a
company specialising in the development of an innovative hybrid powertrain for buses.
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Remaining Ethical in the Search for the Cure

Boghuma Titanji is a Cameroonian-born medical doctor who is currently an MPhil/PhD candidate at University College London ( UCL).
Her present research focuses on the study of HIV drug resistant
viruses, to better understand the mechanisms of drug resistance and
identify new ways of targeting resistant viruses within the host.
Having worked as a clinician with HIV patients in Cameroon, she
hopes to apply her research training to conducting translational
HIV research in a developing world setting.
Boghuma believes that a lot of countries in the developing world,
especially in Africa, are promising yet litigious sites in the search for
the cure for AIDS. The research ethics around many HIV clinical trials
are not tailored to the communities under study . Often, researchLYZZLLRPUN[VHUZ^LYPTWVY[HU[ZJPLU[PÄJX\LZ[PVUZKV[OPZH[[OL
disadvantage of the less fortunate citizens of developing countries.
As a young African clinical researcher , with an understanding of the
social, cultural and economic issues that surround research in this
context , she hopes to promote ethically sensitive and less exploitative HIV research in Africa.
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Goor Tsalalyachin is currently a Visiting Research Fellow for International
Security and the Middle East at the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies. He is also writing his PhD thesis in War Studies at King’s College London under academic supervision of Professor Sir
Lawrence Freedman. This follows a career in government and media.
Goor developed his interest in defence and security as a journalist, covering defence, security and later diplomatic affairs for leading Israeli radio
and television networks: GLZ radio, Channel 1 and Channel 10 News.
Under these capacities, he covered most of the dramatic events of the
[PTLWYV]PKPUNVU[OLNYV\UKPU[LUZLJVUÅPJ[YLWVY[PUNHUKHUHS`ZPZHZ
well as coverage of the unfolding dramas of Israel’s vibrant political scene
and their international linkages.
Goor subsequently served as the Media Adviser to two ministers of deMLUJLHUKHZZWVRLZTHUMVYZLJ\YP[`HMMHPYZPU[OL7YPTL4PUPZ[LY»Z6MÄJL
- both positions afforded him with critical experience in high-level government work and emergency crisis management.
Goor holds an MA (Honours) in Intelligence and International Security
from the Department of War Studies, King’s College London.
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º+VPUN[V[OLÅ\[L^OH[1PTP/LUKYP_KPK[V[OLN\P[HY»
PZOV^/\L`-\U3V]PU»*YPTPUHSZKLZJYPILK5H[OHUº-S\[LIV_»3LL»Z
\UPX\L[HSLU[MVSSV^PUNHWLYMVYTHUJLVU[OL/\L`:OV^VU))*9HKPV

0UJVYWVYH[PUNOPZK`UHTPJ[YHKLTHYRº-S\[LIV_PUN»ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`WSH`
PUN[OLÅ\[L^OPSZ[ILH[IV_PUN"5H[OHU»ZM\[\YPZ[PJZ[`SLPZHM\ZPVUVM/PW
/VW+\IZ[LWHUK+Y\T )HZZILH[ZISLUKLK^P[O1Haa-\URHUK
O`WUV[PJ,HZ[LYUTLSVKPLZ/LOHZLZ[HISPZOLKOPTZLSMHZHZ[*LU[\Y`
WPVULLYVMOPZHY[MVYT^P[OOPZIYLH[O[HRPUNOPNOVJ[HULSP]LWLYMVY
THUJLZSLHKPUN(YLUH4HNHaPUL[VYHUROPTU\TILYVU[OLPYSPZ[VM
[OLº*VVSLZ[;OPUNZVU[OL7SHUL[»
/PZIHUK";OL*SPUPJPZHUL]LYL]VS]PUNJVSSLJ[P]LVMV\[Z[HUKPUNS`[HS
LU[LKT\ZPJPHUZHK`UHTPJ[YPILVMHY[PZ[Z^OVJVTIPUL[VWYVK\JLHU
L_WSVZP]LHUK\UPX\LHJ[;OL*SPUPJMLH[\YLZ>VYSK+4**OHTWPVU+1
;PNLYZ[`SL/\THU)LH[IV_>HU+HU9HWWLYZ:RYLPUHUK4`Z[YV)PZJ\P[
ÅH\[PZ[:WLHRLYZ*VYULY8\HY[L[4PRL7H\SH[VZVU=PVSH;HISHWSH`LY
/HUPM2OHUHUK4HX\LUaPLRL`IVHYKZ

^^^Å\[LIV_[]
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We would like to thank our very generous sponsors and partners for
helping to make TEDxGoodenoughCollege 2012 a reality.
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